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FRONTISPIECE

1. The purpose of the contract was to provide experimental data
concerning refraction, abs-orption and scintillation of radio
waves propagated through the aurora! ionosphere.

2. The contractor's approach to the porblem was to employ
standard interfer6ometer techniques to monitor the radiation from
radio stars. Much valuable data were obtained and evaluated.

3. The results have extended the state of knowledge of the fine
;scale structure of the auroral ionosphere and its effects on
radio wave propagation Interferometry techniques were employed
to monitor the electronic radiation from "radio stars"'.
Statistical data were collected on the phase and amplitude
scintillations of this energy caused by both the "normal" and
"disturbed"' ionosphere These data were then examined to deter-
mine the dependence between the scintillations and freqeuncy of
operation, solar time, zenith angle, and angular size of the
radio '"source"6' The data were also correlated with the following
known phenomena: Spread F, Sporadic E, magnetic disturbances
and auroral activity, Conclusions were then drawn concerning the
size, shape and orientation of the small scale irregularities in
the auroral ionosphere.

4. The ionosphere has been a field of study for scientists for
many years and probably will continue to be for many years to
come. This item fits into a vast storehouse of knowledge that
man hopefully will someday fill.

5. This specific piece of information is being used as a guide
by present systems engineers and also as a guide in the design
of future experiments-concerning the auroral ionosphere*
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PREFACE

This presentation constitutes the final repoi't on Contract

No. AF 30(635)4 887, Radio Properties of the Auroral Ionospherei

The work carried out under this contract is described in Sections

I, Il and VI. The results of other programs given in Sections

111v and VII are included because they are considered pertinent.

Each section is essentially self-contained. Section I reviews

the theory of single scattering of radio waves in weak aniso-

tropic irregularities, extends it to multiple scattering, and

explains observed radio star visibility reductions in terms of

this process. Section II describes the radlo star scintillation

observations performed under the contract, and contains an anal-

ysis and interpretation of these observations. Subsequent radio

star observations during auroral activity are reported in Sec-

tion II1. The relation between spread F and radio star scintilla-

tions is discussed in Section IV. Satellite radio signal

scintillations are considered in Section V, while Section V1

discusses electron density measurements above the F layer peak

by means of satellite radio transmissions. Section VII treats

high-latitude radio aurora observed on VHF and UHF radars.

The investigators connected with the contract do not agree

among themselves on the role which the finite size of the radio

stars plays in producing the observed long duration visibility

fades, and two points of view are presented. The difference of

opinion appears to reflect divergent evaluations of the physical

process involved.

The final report is submitted in three parts due to the

amount of material included.

vi
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I THEORY OF RADIO WAVE SCATTERING IN THE

AURORAL IONOSPHERE

by

Leif Owren

1. Introduction

The purpose of Section I is to review those elements of the

theory of radio wave scattering and diffraction which have a

bearing on the experimental studies reported in Sections II-VII.

The review is based mainly on papers by Booker1
'2, Ratcliffe3,

and Fejer

All the experimental evidence obtained at College, Alaska

from radio investigations of the E and F layer over the fre-

quency range from . to 800 Mc/s indicates that presence of field-

aligned, ie., monisotropic, electron density irregularities is
a characteristic property of the auroral ionosphere under quiet

as well as disturbed conditions. This makes it particularly
important to consider the existing theory for radio scattering

and diffraction by nonisotropic irregularities. A basic paper

on radio scattering in the troposphere was published by Booker

'4and Gordon- in 1950 and extended to nonoisotropic scatterers in

the aurora! ionosphere by Booker iin 1956, A critical examina-

tion of the theoretical developments in these two papers show

that they contain hidden assumptions which affect ionospheric

applications of the theory. Physical factors and some observa-

tions which are Important for model descriptions of the aurora!

ionosphere are dismcssed, and show the need for a theory of

multiple forward scattering in thick layers of weak, an!sotropic

irregularities. This theory is developed and applied to radio

star visibility fades observed with interferometers.
1



2. Sca8tterinig byDieetj0reulite

Rooker and Gordon 4considered in 19,50 the problarn of radio

wave stattering in a medium of cap'acitid.~yp Ej containing weak

irregularities, i.e., small local fluctuations &E. The sugge-

tive designation "dielectric noise" is sometimes used, for such

flututiois(SIlvermarv ). The physically important quantity

is he elaiveflutuaionor -relative- dev ioq E(

in general the capacitivity is a point function i E

depending on the position P: (x~yjz) in the mediumi relative to a

fixed frame of reference, 0-xyz. Define the -local deviation, by

where~E =f is the expectation value or m~ean valeo- o h

neighborhood of (x,y,z). Thus is also, in general, a function

Of position in the medium.

We have

(2b) =e

where f.denotes the free space value. Hence

(20) 4E/ 0 = (6E10) (0/ 0 ).

The elotric field strength at a point Q in h cte~n

volume v due to linearly polarized radiation from an isotropic

transmitter T of power FT at a large distance R0 (see Fig. 101)

from v is

2



where Z is the intrinsic impedance Of the medium and k is the

propagation constant. The harmonic time factor exp(Jwt) will be

omitted in the following. A deviation A at 0, produces a change

of

(4) AP ELE

in the electric moment per unit volume,

and the contribution from, a volume element dv to a receiver at

a large distance R from v is

(5) d// R (1/4 r) EQ(A-/eo) e J k R dv/fR

Here the scatter field is expressed in tems of its polarization

potential. Hence the total scatter field at R is obtained by

integrating over v

(6) f d, /dV
v

Choose a reference point 0 which may be located on the

ground under the scattering volume v, or in this volume itself.

Consider two points Q and Q! in the scattering volume inside

respectively the scattering volume elements dv and dv' (see

Fig.I.l). Denote the different distances as follows:

(7) OT oR rR , oQ=r , OQ' r'

QQ' = r

TQ= % , TQ' ' , RQ-R ,

It will also be convenient to introduce two unit vectors, t and

s, in the direction ct imIdence and scattering respectively:

3



(8c) 32~mm+~~cs

Denote the difference vector a - t by

(8d) d t

Then the phase difference at R between the Waves scattered at

arnd Q, is

,(8e) 4~kr (as-t) kr ed

Now

(9) /g (1/41w) fFZ~~ fA/e,)e k (RO+R) dv/RoR
v

(E/4irR) f (&E/Eo)e k (Ro+ R) dv
V

neglecting the variations of' Rog in the rnagnitUdes of the con-

tributions from the different elements dv of v I but not in the

phases.

The complex power density at R due to acattering -in v is

(10) AE* (Y*E'!/4rR) k2 in X 111I2

where

(1:),2= fJ6~)£(rt)* ej" a4-' dr~dr'
v v

This result follows from use of' the relations:

(12a) Ez k2,l7siri X

(12b) H -YE = E/Z

4



where X is the angle between the direction of scattering s and

the direction of the incident E field vector, and

(13b) t+ = + x'+miy'+niz'

(13c) + * ~y + 2 x +

with the abbreviations

(!4a) A(ro) AE€o(X,Ys.)

(14b) £6(r') A A(rO+r) = ,C/eo(x'y',I)

(14c) dro = dxdydz , dr' m dx'dy'dz'

If T and R are at great distances from v, and the linear dimen-

sions of v small compared with R and R, then Re and 2 are

practically parallel.

Let C(r) denote the autocovariance function

(15) C(r) f JA(r) &(rO+r)* dr °

and

(16) C(O) f 4(ro)I2 dro

Then we may define a normalized autocovariance or an auto-

correlation function

(17) R(r) C(r)/v C(o)

and write for (11)

(18) t112 v C(o) fR(r) e r dr
v

since dr' a d(r-+r) -dr.

5



We have now reached a c-ucial point in the Booker-Gordon

analysis, and it is desirable to reiterate the essential assump-

tions introduced so far. These are:

Assl The distances OQ, Oq' and RQ, R0, are large compared with

the linear dimensions of the scattering volume.

Ass. 2 The scatter field is weak compared with the incident field

(Born approximation the scatter field represents a sec-

ond order effect. This requires that A/e, be small,

AC/C <

We must now introduce two more assumptions in order to -follow the

Booker-Gordon theory.

Ass. 3 The mean, local capacitivity e differs insignificantly

from Co in the scattering volume:

0o in v

so, to the first order,

ALOO (xjypz) - 60, (xpyoz).

Having made this assumption we can drop the subscript from o and

the bar from £ in the following,
The fourth assuption is less obvious and of the greatest import-

ance Let the relative deviation 4 - AE/C represent a random

process with the probability density function f(u) where

u= J4(,/E j. Then the variance or mean square frac!tional devia-

tion is

(19) Var(u) P IAe/C12= f 0 0 u2 f(u)du.

if the integral converges.

6



NOW provided the random process is eggdic, which in practice

implies a stationarpy gauisoian process with zero mean, the var-o

iance is also given by

(20) Var(u) rn !i Ju2 dv
V- 00V

but not otherwise. Therefore we are forced to make one further

atsu MP t i on:

Ass. 1i-4 The relative deviations 6-0/ represent a gauggsian random.

process with zero mean Which is spata ttoay

This implies that the random variable u I&E/EI must have a

probability density function of, form

f (u) =- .. (:Llg 7 u2) e(U/uo) 2 /2

and that this function may not depend On the space point(xy)

in the scattering volume. That is, the process Must be statois-

ti~aly~niforM in space., Under this condition we can Write~

for (16)____

(21) C(o) 4C(

and for (18)

(22) vAE/I f(r)e1J.*. dr

For a stationary gauss5ian process the Viener-Kintcohin theorem

may be invoked. This theorem states that for a zero-mean sta-

tionary process u(t), the power spectral density G,(w) and the

autocorrelation function R(T) Qf u(t) are Fourier transform mates:

G (CD ) f 0R (T) e -Jug dT

7



(23b) fi(T f+co G (W) e JCAwt da)/21r

provided 6(w) is absolutely continuous (the physical case) and

non-negative.

Therefore we have.# under assumption 4,

(2) 11 2  V 1, t e)

Where ?,(e) denots P[kMk-"S 1 ), k(mg-m1 ), k,(n 2-nl)] and

(25a) P(e) = + M R.(r) e jkd~ dr

(25b) R(r) = £(ro)&(ro--r)* d/j I& (ro)~ d r

The power scattering cross-section (power scattered per -unit solid

angle, per unit incident power density, per unit voluime) is

therefore:

(26a) a (1/v) [ 21-1/z / P47Rn2

or

(26,b) o=(!/v) 7-2 sin x:1^

or

(26c) ts /CI 12 (r2 sin2 0 4) P(Q)

The direction d P; s -- t is the external bisector of the
agle e between the direction of incidence adtedrcino

scattering, The vector d is normal to the plane which mirrors

the incident wave Into the direction of scatter and defines what

is known as the mirror direction. The mirror plane Is therefore

8



defined by the vector equation

(27 R d pp -_ p distance from R

This mirror plane may be regarded as an "Aperture", plane for the

scattered radiationj A corrugation along the "aperture"' Plane Off

wave length

(28) =?~/2 in(eo/2)

will produce constructive interference of wavelets in the direc-

tion of scatter e.,

3. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Iossoei Sigl _itern y n tropic-eIrregularities

Two more steps are -required to obtain formulas useful for

the ionosphere:

(a) A specific autocorrelation function 11(r) must be

(b) The variance of 1 LG/Cl must be expressed in terms of the

ionospheric electron density N or refractive index

n -_p- JX.

3.1 Autocorrelation Functions.

The following forms for the autocorrelation function have

been introduced by various authors:

Booker-Gordon4

(29) R(r) _exp .f4/Lo

Fe jer 7

(30 R(r) =-exp {-rL 2

Book-er1

(131a) R(x,y,z) mexp { (/a 2 + 2Vb (Z/C)J

9



(31b) R(X~Y) ) exp~ 1(x 2+y2 )/T2 + z2 /L 2 Jj

Renau
8

-132a) R(Xiy,z) =exp{-f(x/a). 2 + (Yb 2 + (zc21

(32b) R,(xyz) = exp {-4((x2+)T 2 + .21L2)

The resulting expressions for P(G) are

(29) 8L 3

+ (2kL) -sin2 (12)] 2

(30,) P(e) 73/2 L3 ex-p k2in2(e/2)

(3ma')
k2 t a2-2 + 2- 2

P~e,_n)>- (2>,3/2 T2 L ex- 2-212 2 sin2 (/)expf-- 2(L2+T2)n 2 1

where n2 = (n-n 1 )
2

(32a')

P(4m~) =87r abc
21 + b ~ 2(m2

(1 + k 2[a2  2-1)2)+ b2(m2- 1)

(3 2b') 2

P(Q,n) - ---- L
~I2[2 2in8, 2 ( 2 . 2)( j 2] 2

The derivation of the expressions (29') through (31') is elemen-

tary, and follows FeJer's7 methodfor(32a') and (32b'). The

choice of the autocorrelation function from physical consideration

is discussed in Subsection 4.

10



3.2 Ionospheric Expressions for the Variance of Ar/ .

The capacitivity of the iofnosphere neglecting collisions

and the magnetic field is

(33) EE0 2/2

where 2 2

N = electron density, e electronic charge, m electron mass,

in rationalized WS-units.

Hence

(34) , /E = . (E1/) AWN /i

- (k/k)2 A WN

-(, 2 2/ 2

and

(35) IAE/E1 - (,, o2 i N/,t

2 (0/%)2 (/w)2 4L:N/Nt

(36) ('0/j! = 2 (W/,) 4 IAN/Nt2

If, as before, &Q/E1 represents a spatially stationary gaussian

process and further if also;

A.9s.(5 0)? )N(x,y,z) is constant,

that is, N(x,y,z) = N constant

then, and only then, can we set

11



using to V/C and assumption 3

NN

The cross-section for scattering of UHF or sufficiently high VHF

radio waves by weak irregularities in the ionosphere then reads

22,(38) C7 (e'x) V.N/N1 (it sin xA N )p~e

where X N is the plasma wavelength corresponding to the electron

density N.

Sometimes it is convenient to

express VE 6/ in terms of the relative fluctuation in the

refractive index Ap/p rather than AN/N. We have

(39a) E/E0 "-

(39b) = 2 LL4 + (~)2

(39c) /E = (/ ) + (4p/4)

Let x LEA( t tsp/4 s'o

(4o) t - 4(1+x) - 1

Now, if x is a random variable with the density function f(x) and

t Is a strictly increasing, or strictly decreasing, function of x,

then t is a random variable with the density function

(41) (t) = fix(t)] x'(t)

where x(t) is the inverse function to t(x).

Therefore, setting

(42a) f(x) -. (1/2. 0 ) expL- (x/xo) 2

122



(42b) 2 2~Xu
x f f X j

it follows that

(43a) g(t) rf(O/2x,2) 2(t+!-) exp (/o t+

and

(4jb) t2 =N~l2~)r~[3+t2] exp 1 (t/x)t+1 dt

Actually, the limits in the integrals (42b) arid (43b) should be

finite and not infinite because of the assumption

x << ik/ (

so we shall take the integral (42b) over the interval (-a,a) arid

the integral (43b) over the corresponiding interval (4b,b)

Then.#

(44) x2 =x 2 erf (a/x.4F2) -$%(2/X 0 ) ax0 ex (a.)

Conal er the integral (43b). if the variance of x

X2 X x 2

is very small, the main contribution to t 2 in (43b) will come from

values of t which are much smaller than unity. Therefore, if' we

neglect t compared with 2 in the exponeta fco [t+2] 2 we

obta in ?2 
t xo(45) 2 %r'(27r) f Ot)e dt; - (2/x0)

The first of the two resulting integrals vanishes, and we f ind

(46) t2  7 x 2 4) erfV(Wr2/x )- r(2/ir) (bxI2-) e
00



There fore)

(47) (L6/) 2( x02 [erf (a/x,%2) - (2a/rxo) exp - (a/x)3

2 -XO [efax.2)-- (ax 2
(48) X2)~± _ TaL7x)ep- (/o4 exp~/x 2

Now, provided

(49a) 16e/c, 1/10 or~

(49b) ~ LIL/4 I 1/20 and

(J49c) x0  x10C2 xo 0 2 ILE/E a

(49d) x 2 < 4 x- 4  -A/)2 4 1 4

it is readily Seen that equation .(48)

reduces to

(50) 2 1C)L

Therefore, under these conditions together with the assumptions

1-5 made earlier,

(51) a' (eX) ~ILPr(2r- sin X^~\) P(e)

When collisions are neglected so the quantities t4E/E and 4i±/i are

real, it makes no difference whether we use absolute value signs

or parantheses for the squared quantities in the equations. We

have used this fact freely above.

14



46 hsia Cos iderat ionsa

The autocorrelation function (29), R(r) = exp - (z/L), g.ve

a good _mpirial description of the irregularities associated

with isotropic turbulence (Pekeris9). It was therefore used in

the Booker-Gordon theory of tropospheric radio scattering and
1i0

also applied to ionospheric scattering by Bailey et al * It will

be seen that this particular form of the autocorrelation function

implies a scattering medium having irregularities with sharp

point-s or discontinuities in the electron density distribution.

This was thought to be an unrealistic assumption for ionospheric

scattering, and Fejer7 therefore used instead the functional form

2(30), R(r) m exp -(r/L) , which also implies a medium with Spher

ical irregularities but having smooth electron density profiles.

It was realized later from radio star scintillation observa-

tions (Spencer ), that the irregularities in the ionosphere are

elongated along the magnetic field lines. Booker then intro-

duced the gaussian autocorrelation function,

(31b) R(x,y,z) = exp- _ [Cx +Y)/T + z2/ , in connection

with his theory for VHF backscatter from auroral columns of

ionization. Later Renau8 used the function,

(32b) R(X..yz) = exp F [(x+,y )/T2 + z2 L , for a theory of

spread F. Comparison of the corresponding expressions for P(e),

equations (31b') and (32b'), with equations (29') and (30'), shows

that the modification in going from Booker's model to Renau's in

an ionosphere with anisotropic irregularities corresponds closely

15



to that of going from Fejerts model to the Booker-Gordon descrip-

tion in an ionosphere with isotropic irregularities.
4

The discussion by Booker and Gord.on of scattering in a

medium with spherical irregularities brings out some important

points which have validity also for other shapes of electron

density profiles. Thus their discussion implies that in a medium

containing both large and small irregularities, the forward scat

ter depends on the large irregularities while the small irreg-

ularities control the backscatter. For isotropic (spherical)

scatterers the equation (38) together with (291) or (3') show

that in the case of forward scatter, ( 0),

(52) (kL) 3

regardless of the scale Size, L, and for both of the profiles

2R(r) = exp (r/L) and exp -(r/L) . For backScatter, (9 =

we have similarly

(53) CB OC (W )3  when kL <<

but

(54 a) (n) for R e"rW

(5b oC ek -(IcL) - for R -e(r/l) 2

when kI >> 1.

The formulas (29') and (30') show that when the scale size

is much larger than wavelength, kL >> 1, the scatter is mainly

forard and confined to a cone with half-power beamwidth, 2%,

about the direction of incidence, e O, which Is

16



(55a) 2e = l.3/kL for R = (r L)

b2

(55b) 2 = 3.3/kL for R e (r/L)

For forward scatter and backscatter the two profiles there-

fore lead to different results only when the scale of irregular-

ities is larger than the wavelength of the incident radiation,

L >> X/2r The profile exp - (r/L) gives a slightly narrower

forward scatter cone than exp -(r/L) , and backscatters a larger

fraction of the incident radiation.

Another important point made by Booker and Gordon is that

the powep polar diagram of scattering for a medium containing a

statistical distribution of irregularity sizes is the same as the

ampltitde polar diagram of a single irregularity whose cross-

sectional profile of AE is proportional to the autocorrelation

function, A, for AE. This means that in the case of forward

scattering, for kL >> 1, we can infer what the scattering power

polar d!agram will be by regarding the cross-section of a single

irregularity as the aperture plane of an antenna. In other words,

the usual antenna formulas connecting beamwidth and aperture width
apply, only the angular spectrum or polar diagram is the power

spectrum rather than the amplitude spectrum because the Fourier

transform of an autocorrelation function rather than of an

aperture field distribution is involved. The differences be-

tween the scatter polar diagrams for the profiles exp -(r/L) and

exp -(r/L) when kL >> 1 are now readily understandable qualita-
tively. Although neither oQ the two autocorrelation functions

vanish for finite values of r, the function exp -(r/L) decreases
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more slowly for increasing argument than exp .(r/L) 2 after the

cross-over at r = L where both functions equal i/e. Therefore

the profile exp (r/L) gives a larger effective aperture width

and narrower forward scatter cone than the profile 
exp 2(r/L) .

The backscatter properties are on the other hand determined by

the behavior of the autocorrelation fun ctio~n for small values of

the argument, that is, the small scale structure in the irreg-

ularities is important. Therefore the sharp peak of exp -( /L)

at r gives more badk-tcatter than the rounded peak of

exp -(r/L) 6

The observational evidence shows that for the ionosphere in

general, and the auroral ionosphere in particular, the electron

density irregularities are elongated in the direction of the

magnetic field lines and may be described by smooth spheroids of

the type
(31b) R(XYz) = exp - -[(X+Y2)/T2 + Z2/12j

with L > T, in a coordinate system where z is parallel to the

direction of the geomagnetic field lines. Under disturbed,

auroral conditions we may expect sharp local increases or dis-

continuities of ionization to appear in the general structure of

field-aligned irregularities. These local properties may more

adequately be described by an autocorrelation function of the form

(32b) R(x,y,z) = exp i.F[(x 2+y 2)/T- z2/L ], with T-fT and L<L.

This suggests that the appropriate model for the aurorally dis-

turbed ionosphere might be a statistical collection of smooth

field-allgned irregularities, such as described by the
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autocorrelation function (3lb), with sharp cores as described by

the function (32b). ±hus a description in terms of two sets of

simultaneously occurring irregularities is proposed, involving a

combination of larger, smooth ellipsoids accurding to formula

(31b) and smaller, sharp irregularities characterized by formula

(32b) where the values of the parameters T and L may be different1

Since forward scatter is controlled by the large irregularities

and backscatter by the small, this indicates that the scattering

law should be taken as (31b') for forward scatter but possibly as

(32b') for backscatter under disturbed conditions. For quiet or

normal conditions the autocorrelation function(31b) and the law

of scattering (31b') may probably be used both for forward scat-

ter and backscatter.

In both cases the appropriateness Of the model must be de-

cided on an empirical basis from the observed properties of radio

signals from radio stars and artificial satellites traversing the
auroral ionosphere as well as from radar backscatter in auroral

ionization.

The properties of the forward scatter polar diagram for the

scattering law (31b'") may be inferred from the fact that the
cross-section of the Af surface, AE(x,y,Z) constant, in the

plane having the direction of incidence As its normal is in gen-

eral an ellipse. The scatter beam must accordingly have an

elliptical cros-section. The minor axis of this ellipse lies in

the plane through the z-axis and the direction of incidence, per-

pendicular to the latter, and the major axis is parallel to the

xy-plane. The major axis is the same for all directions of

incidence, and the half-power beamwidth in this direction is
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20b .4/kT for the law (31b'), The minor axis length depends

on the angle between the z-axis and the direction of incidence.

For directions of incidence parallel to the field lines the

scatter beam is circular and has the haif-power beamwidth just

stated. We shall confirm these deductions by a discussion of the

formula (3lb') in the next sub-section, it may be noted that for

nearly vertically elongated irregularities as in the auroral Zone,

the wide dimension of the scatter beam cross-section is nearly

horizontal.

Intermediate latitude observations of radio star scintilla

tions have indicated that the region producing the scintillations

is somewhere in the upper F layer, possibly at a height of about

400 km (Hewish1 2). Investigations of' the scintillations in radio

signals from artificial satellites made in the auroral zone at

Troms , as well as at Kjeller, Norway, have recently been re-

ported by Frihagen and Tr/iml3  The observations were made on

the frequencies of 20, 40 and 108 Mc/s and show that the height

of the causative region is between 300 and 600 km with a mean
height of 450 km for the Troms$ observations. The irregularities

were found to be highly elongated along the magnetic lines, with

a typical width of about 0.6 kn for the field-aligned cylinders.

The horizontal extent of the patches of irregularities is said

to be at least of the order of IOO0 km, which agrees with the
results of the oblique HF backscatter soundings from College,

Alaska (Bates ). The authors also note one case of 20 Mc/s

scintillations produced by sporadic E irregularities at a height

of 104 km. Recent, spaced receiver observations of 20 and 40 Mc/s
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satellite radiations at College, Alaska, indicate that I layer

induced scintillations may occur more frequently than indicated

by the observations in Norway, and typically under disturbed

conditions when aurora is present.

Nichols1 5 has found evidence of multiple scatter in radio

star scintillation observations made at Ithaca, New York, with

rMacio iterferometers for 53 and 201.5 Me/s having antenna pairs

spaced about 280 meters (50 wavelengths at 53 Mc/s) apart on

East-West and North South lines. During lower transits of the

radio star Cassiopeia A the interference pattern amplitude showed

large decreases on 53 Mc/s but only slight decreases on 201.5

Mc/s. The visibility of the 53 Mc/s pattern increased as the

antenna spacing was decreased, and the normal amplitude was

regained for small spacings of about five wavelengths. The

elevation angle of Cas A is 1l degrees during lower transit in

latitude 42,56N which means that the direction of incidence is

nearly normal on the magnetic field lines. The geomagnetic

latitude of Ithaca, New York is 53.5 degrees so at lower transit

the line-of-sight to the radio star crosses the 400 km height

level in the auroral zone at geomagnetic latitude 650 N. This is

nearly the geomagnetic latitude of College, Alaska (64.5"N).

Visibility reductions or losses similar to those reported by

Nichols have been observed at College, Alaska on 223 and 456 Mc/s

near upper and lower transit of Cassiopeia A and Cygnus A, as

well as at other times, with an East-West tracking interferometer

as discussed in Section 11.5. The antenna spacing Is 68 wave-

lengths at 223 Mc/s and thus comparable with the 50 wavelengths
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spacing for the Ithaca 53 Me/s interferometer. The visibility

fades are deeper at College since in most cases only weak fades

ocur on 201,.5 Mc/s at Ithaca with an antenna spacing of 190

wavelengths. The ionospheric conditions under which the

visibility fades of Cas A occur differ in two respects for the

two stations: (i) For Ithaca the pathlength through the dif-

fracting region of the auroral F layer is longer than for college

by a secant factor, and (ii) At College the line of-sight to the

radio star passes through the auroral E layer which happens only

exceptionally for Ithaca, The difference in the angle of incid-

ence on the magnetic field lines has no bearing on the visibility

fades because it is the azimuthal scatter beam produced by the

transverse irregularity dimension which is important for the near

transit interferometer observations in both cases.

Woodman16 has reported frequent occurrence of a similar

phenomenon in the 108 Mc/s satellite radio signal recordings at

the NASA Minitrack stations located near the geomagnetic equator,

in Ancon (Peru), Antofagasta (Chile), and Quito (Ecuador). Phase

anomalies are observed on the socalled "Fine" East-West inter-
ferometer channel which records the phase difference between two

antennas spaced 55 wavelengths apart in this direction. The

anomaly consists in a distortion of the phase record which in

severe cases makes it impossible to reduce. During severe dis-

tortions the recorder trace has an irregular, noise-like appear-

ance indicating that no phase correlation exists between the

signals from the two antenna. The rapid phase fluctuations are

of the order of 360 degrees and correspond to an apparent East-
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West movement of the satellite, that is, ahgul1&4 scintillation,

of the order of one degree of arc. These anomallps are not

observed on the North-South fine channel for which the antennas

have the same 55 wavelengths spacing, but phase changes of up to

0.02 wavelengths are evident when the signal disappears on the

East-West fine ohannel, The coarse East-West (narrow antenna

spac.i .) and the fine and coarse North South channels exhibit

correlated, rapid phase fluctuations during the phase anomalies.

At Antofagasta sudden transitions from normal to completely

irreCulat phase variations are observed on the wide East-West

antelna spacing.

The phase anomalies occur only during the night hours and

are most pronounced near midnight. A nearly 100 per cent cor-

Mlation has been established between the occurrence of phase

anomal.es and spread F at Ancon while there is a negative

correlation with magnetic disturbances as generally observed for

equatorial spread F.

Cohen arnd Bowles 17 have deduced from 50 Mc/s forward scatter

studies over South-American transequatorial paths that the

scatter in the equatorial F layer occurs in relatively thin

sheets or patches about 50 km thick containing field-aligned

irregularities. The scattering layer is generally near or below

the bottom of the F layer but may occur up to heights of 450 km

or more. The field-aligned irregularities are found to have a

width of 10 meters or less, and a length In the direction of the

field lines of 1 km or more. The above investigation as well as

18other by Bowles et al and by Egan!9 show that the equatorial
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E region is also an isportait source of VHF scatter. The E

region irregularities are field-aligned and appear to be

associated with the equatorial electrojet. The scatter echoes

have a striking resemblance to VHF echoes from auroral E region

ionization. Although the equatorial P layer forward scatter

occurs predominantly during the daytime hours, it is also

regularly present during the night.

These various observations indicate that under auroral con-

ditions we may expect to have two separate regions of scattering

irregularitieso located respectively in the upper F layer and the

E layer, which contribute to radio star and satellite scintilla-

tions. The F layer region probably has considerable depth,

making it necessary to allow for multiple scattering. The B

layer region may be thin measured in units of length but its

scattering properties could nevertheless be such that multiple

scattering occurs as we shall see later. The existence of two

scattering layers per se requires an extension of the theory for

forward scattering in anisotropic Irregularities to include the

effects of rescatter even if the individual layers may be re-

garded as thin and singly scattering. A technique for dealing
with such multiple scatter conditions is discussed in subsection 6.

It is known from meteor observations that the lower E layer

is turbulent. The "Smokepuff" experiments in Florida by

Gallagher et a! 0 further indicate that the turbulent part of the

E layer extends up to heights of about 105 kim, but not above, and

that there Is a sharply defined transition region. In this

connection it is of interest to note that statistically the

majority of auroral forms observed in the auroral zone have their
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lower limits at a similar height (Harang 2). St#rmer 2  has

Pound from a large material on height observations of various

auroral forms that the mean height of the lower border of homo-

geneous arcs is 107 km. Although auroral luminosity is fre-

quently observed below this height down to 80 km, and on rare

occasions the lower bmorder of intense rayed arcs and bands may

penetrate down to 70 k m, the auroral height statistics neverthe

less seems to indicate a change in the E layer properties some-

where between 105 and 110 km. Howells2 3 has Shown that ioniza-

tion irregularities which are elongated along the magnetic field

lines cannot be formed by diffusion processes in the presence of

turbulence, in a turbulent, ionized medium with a vertical mag-

netic field, pancake-Shaped irregularities elongated in the

horizontal direction will form. The implication of this is that

the large scale electron density profiles in the lower E layer

and the D layer may be described by autocorrelation functions of

the form (31b) with T >> L rather than the usual assumption of
T << L or T < L used for the upper E layer and the F layer. The

small scale irregularities formed under aurora! conditions by

particle radiation incident parallel to the magnetic field lines

would probably still be described by the autocorrelation function

(32b) with T1  L even in the lower E layer. These special

conditions should be kept in mind when high latitude observations

of scatter from electron density irregularities known or believed

to occur below about 105 kn are interpreted.

It should be noted that the correlation or scale lengths T

and L appearing in the equations for the scattering cross-sections
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are not the actual physical lengths of the scattering irreg-

ularities, but differ from these by a numerical factor. The

value of this factor depends on the particular form of the auto-

correlation function. Aice 4 has shown that if a random func-

tion, f(x), has the autocorrelation function, R(x), then the

average distance, d, between the maxima Ot f(x) is

11 (4)(56) (d/2r)2 -l/

This gives foer

(57a) R(x) e(X/X6) , d = 2irx - 6 .3x

5(57b) R(x) e (x/xO) , d =2rx146 4,6x0

(51c) R(x) e (WXo) d rx

A last physical point of some importance is the magnitude of

the relative mean square deviation of electron density, (AN/N) ,

which appears in the equation (38) for the scattering cross-

section. Booker! has deduced a value of

. ........ io -7
(58a) (aN/N) X 1

on the assumption that a suitable estimate for the plasma wave-

length is ?N N 30 m, corresponding to a critical frequency of

10 Mc/s for aurora! E layer ionization. This value has been

corrected by Nichols25 to

(58b) (4N/N) 2 6 x 10 -4
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based on auroral backscatter studies on 41 and i06 Mc/s at

College, Alaska, and a change of plasma Wavelength to the more

reasonable value of ' -50 M corresponding to a critical fre-

queney of 6 Mc/s. if Booker's premises are accepted otherwise

but the plasma wavelength indreased to -50 meters, the Value

(58c)(AN/N)2  2 2.5 x --6

results. Thus the mean square value of AN/N appears to be in

the range 0 10-lo,6.

5. A~ui Poe:r_ Spect rum After-Singlo catterkng

The previous considerations show that the law of scattering

is

with

(0a) P(,)=(2r)3/2TL e e- )

or

87T 2L(60b) P(e,n) -1-2 ~~~~/2 LT) 2 ]

and

(60c) n2  = r2  21

Eqn. (59) with (6,0a) will be used for forward scatter under all

conditions and possi.bly should be used to describe backscatter

under normal conditions,. but (59) with (60b) is more likely to

apply for backacatter under disturbed conditions.
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The ex-perimental evidence indicates that the scale lengths

T and L for the large irregularities which control the forward

scatter are one or two orders of magnitude larger than any radio

wavelength used in VHF investigations. The scale lengths deduced

from VHF and UHF backscatter observations of auroral E layer

ionization are much smaller, and generally a value for T of the

order of the exploring radio wavelength is found.

Some properties of the angular power spectr- and the

scatter beam can be inferred from the expressions for F(On).

Let the direction cosines (i, m, n) be expressed in terms of the

angles (a, y) by

(61) i aos 0, M co, n cos

As before the direction cosines for the incident wave are denoted

by (l, Mi, n1 ) and the direction cosines for the scattered wave

by (I2, m2, n2 ). The direction cosines (1, m) and the cor-

responding angles (a,p) have disappeared from the expressions for

P(en) through use of the identities
(62) 1p 2 2 + n2

and

(63) 112 + m1m2 n n 2 coo 0

where e is the angle between the direction of incidence and the

direction of scattering. Thus only the direction cosines with

respect to the z-axis

(64) n COS V and n rcos y
1 12 2

remain explicitly. The z-axis is assumed parallel to the direo-

tion of the magnetic field lines. The longitudinal dimension
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of the irregularities in the direction of the field lines is

characterized by the scale length or correlation length L. 'The

irregularities are assumed circularly symmetric about the z-axis

with a transverse scale length T in the xy-plane.6

Substitution of (64) in eq.iationi (60a) and using

(65) n n 2 " n =cos Y2 0co V1-

-2 sin + V) sin v2  v

2 sin ysin e2

where Y2 + y, 2Y ,

gives

(6)P--) 2T 3/2 'r 2k2 (T2cos2y + L2sin2V)sine/2

P'rom the last equation we have for:

(67a) n12"

(67b) ?(0 TOO) (27r)/ T 2 L e2~s~snO/

independent of the angle of incidence,., and for:

Longitudinal Forward Scatter

n6a n 2 sin ysin EL

3/2  eI(T cos2-y+ 2si2yDn 2
(66b) P(O LOY) (2r) 3/ 2 2 2" + 20n~ ) i~

The autocorrelatjon function describing the electron density

deviations in the field-aligned irregularities is
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(69) (x~yz) * ~ t(X,+y )/T 2 + z2/2

The electron density contour corresponding to: R(xjy'jz)' e1,

int a Plane with norMal:e (1, M, n)) is an ellipse since any

diametral plane cuts the oblate spheroid

(70) .(X+Yr )/T 2+ 2 /L 2

in an ellipse. The plane z 0, ntormal to the direction off

incidence (0, 0, 1), intersects (70) in the circle

(7la) x / T- y2/T = 2

While the plane, y =0, intergects (70) in the ellipse

22 2 2
(71b) x /T+ z/ A 2

and in general1 the plane: lx + my + nz =- 0

intersects (70) in an ellipse Whose projection on the xy-piane,

Say, is the ellipse

(?!C), Ax2  + mxy +0y 2  - n 0

With

2 2 2 2 2
A = (n/T) --- (iA) , B= lnrL-, C= (n/T) + (MA/).

If' an arbitr'ary semi±ianeter off the intersection between (70)

and the plane: lx + my + nz P;0, is denoted by r and has the

direction cosines: (W, mn', n'), then

(72) V2= (lP2.-mt2)/T2 n'2/L 2

with II m n 0
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The electron density contour acting as aperture for the

s-catter beamf is anf ellipse with semni-axes ri, r 2 and area:.

(73) 'ir~r2 = 27 2 /J( 2l2 + T2 1U2 + L~2 )

The angular power distribution in the resulting cone of

scattered radiation is given by the formula (60a) for P(6,in)

or the equivalent formula for P(I l2"lli m2-,) n2-n,)6 The

equipower contour corresponding to: P(e,n) =constant x e ,may

be represented by the intersection of the scatter cone and the

Plane: l x ",-M + n = 1, say. This contour is a plane

curve Which according to equations (6Th) and (68b) for small

angles, 6, is defitned by

(74) k2T12@2 k 9 T 2 o12 Y + L28in 9Y)02  2
(7a CT 6 T *~ c yL=

The last equation represents an ellipse with semi~axes

(14lb) 6 ,r2lkT

,(74c) 6 2 4-N21,X Nr(T 2QOs 2y + LOsin2y)

Let L =PT

Then the axis ratio Oleis given b

(75a) e(co 2Y + p2sin2 Y)

and we find that for

(75b) y=0 616e

(75c) y r-/4 e1/0er2 , -1r

(75d) Y r /2 1/0~2  P

These results confirm the statements made in subsection t4.
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6. Muti~ple Forward Soattering By Anisot'oitIC gealaritieS

SApproach

The problem we need to consider is the transmission of

radiation through a thick, plane parallel layer containing

anisotropic dielectric irregularities acting as acatterers of the

incident radiation field. We are interested in the emerging

radiation field at the bottom of the layer which in general will

consist of the directly transmitted, attenuated radiation (un-

deviated component) and the scatter radiation (deviated

components). Since the directly transmitted component is of

importance to us as well as the scattered radiation, we are

actually concerned with a problem of multiple diffraction rather

than multiple scattering.

The problem we have described is a time-honored one in

astrophysics where it is treated under the name Of the theory

of radiative transfer. The particular problem we are concerned

with is radiative transfer in a purely scattering, plane-

parallel, finite atmosphere with a constant net flux. The most

complete treatment of the general theory is given by

Chandrasekhar26 in his book ",adiative Transfer". Van de Hulst2

has discussed and classified into three types the available

methods for solving multiple scattering problems, Specification

of the state of polarization is accomplished by introduction of

the Stokes' parameters for the intensity of the radiation field.

This casts the equ ation of transfer into vector form.

It appears that the problem of scattering by an!sotropIc

irregularities probably does not admit a solution in closed form,
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but it can be solved in any finite approximation (chandrasekhar,

ic, i., Oh. X)6 The difficulty in the case of anisotropic

scatterers is that the socalled phase matrix of the vector trans-

fer equation or the phase function of the scalar transfer equa-

tion, corresponding to our function P(On), is too complicated

for a closed solution. Under these circumstances we have to

decide to Which order of approximation we desire a solution.

Our present aim is to obtain an anlytical expression which in

addition to describing the physical conditions with sufficient

accuracy also is simple enough to be readily applicable to

observations, if we limit ourselves to forward scatter by large,

weak irregularitles, We can use a simple method of approximation

due to Fejer7 which satisfies both requirements.

Fejer treated the case of smallngie multiple scattering

in weak, isotropic irregularities. The thick, multiple scattering
layer is divided into a number of thin, plane-parallel, singly

scattering layers and an equation of transfer written for each.

The phase function or angular power spectrum for single volume

scattering can then be applied successively. The extension of

this method to multiple scattering in a medium with a-niotropc

irregularities is simple because the radiative transfer equations

are the same in both cases and only the phase function, P(e),

needs to be changed from Fejer's form (30') to the form (31') or

(60a) appropriate for anisotropic scatterers,

We shall need a further extension of the theory to the case

of two, separated, multiple scattering layers having anisotropic

irregularities of different scale sizes. For the gaussian type
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phase function we are coneerned with this extension is straight-

forward although it does comlicate the final expression for the

emerging radiation somewhat.

6.2 Radiative transfer equation for forward scattering

The equation of radiative transfer will be stated ini the

usual astrophysical notation (of. Chandrasekhav 26). The equation

of transfer for a plane-parallel atmosphere reads:

(76) (cos X) dIV(z3 X) )/kdz = -IV(ZX) + JV(zX, )

where

Iv the specific intensity or spectral power density

KV = the volume absorption (scattering) coefficient

J- the source function = JV/KV
V

v e the volume emission coefficient

z = linear distance normal to the plane of stratification

X = inclination to outward normal

= azimuth angle referred to the x-axis

v = frequency, indicates radiation in the frequency

interval (v,v+dv).

The subscript, v, will be omitted in the following for

convenience.

For a purely scattering atmosphere the source function is of

the form

(77) J(r,s) (1/4r) fp(,s') I(rs') dns,

where s is a unit vector denoting some direction through a

point r, p(ss') a phase function normalized to unity, and

f a solid angle.
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We introduce the .noma oical thitknes, r , measured

inward from the boundary, and defined by

zZI

The equation of transfer may then be written as

(79) dI/d lse X ad I J

The formal solution of (79) is for the emerging intensities.,

Ou twia rd

(80a)

- secX -t secX
I(OXg) = i(rX, )e 1  + ~e j J(t)e dt secX

0

inward:

(80b) --T
I( !,X,/) i(O,X,$_)e " Is'ecX + f (t)i1t desec- - Jx )e"itsd dt secX

0

The first term on the right hand side of (80b) is the attenuated,

incident radiation and the integral gives the forward scattered

radiation, as they emerge at the bottom of a layer of optical

t -i-ckness !" This formal solution becomes a solution to a

physical problem when we specify a phase function and solve the

resulting integral equation for I. One approach to the problem

of solution is to replace the Integral equation by an equivalent

system of differential equations, and this is the method adopted
-f-7.

by Fejer
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The analysis is based on the following suitable assumptionst

(1). A rectangular coordinate system O-xyzt

(2). A thick Slab- of- material with random dielectric irregu-
laritiesl delimited by the planes ft 2-Antd Z- =Z10 and of
thickness Much larger than the scale le t, 2.

(3). The mean capacitivity, 'e, is the Same inside and outside
the slab.

(4i). The rms deviation of the capacitivity, (A-) ,is a
Pa"Idtion of z only. m

(* (LC) 2 varies Sufficiently Slol, ota hr sn
stratification within a single irregularity.

(6). A plane wave of intemsity _(power density) 1- is incident
Or, the plane z =zfr~om the negative z-dirRctioft at an
angle X with the z-axis6

it Should be noted that the last condition will reverse the Signs

in the equation of transfer(7)

The equation of transfer for the first, singly scattering,0

elementary layer is

(Sla) ~ d11/dt eX =

or

(81b) dl /ds -I

1

with ds d csecX and J 0

and has the solution

Me1) 0Ie

The equation of transfer for' the second, elementary slab -is

(82) de 12 +j

i2

- 12 + I
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and for the p-th slab we have similarly

() dIV/da = 1 P+ Ip

This system of differential equations has the following solution

for Z- Z or 'T

(84) I - I e
1 0

Where si T si e cjY

Addition of both sides gives

1+ + 6. + Ip + .. = ieS~(+ s + .. + 3s/, +..
2 os

-Se ss

-0 e

SO the solution satifies the condition

- I + I+ .

(85) 1 i 1 2 + * " '+ IP+

It will be peen that the approximation involved consist- in

puttin he sour e function, equal to the spattered radiation

emerging from each preceding., elementary sab

1 2 - 0 /ds P I
( .... 1 2--- *.....p --13



which means that the backscattered radiation is ignored.

For isotropic scatterers we have from (52) and (54b)

(8bI0aP e When ki >> 1

Similarly, for anisotropic scatterers, with L > T,

22o2 + L2 s2n 2

r2k (T dos y +y)si
(86c) -BF a " e

or

(86d) oWB0-F e4(kT)2  When kT >> 1

For kT > 2 we have cez/o < -xl0
B F 2

which shows that the approximation reflects the actual physical

situation to a high degree of accuracy under the stated

COnitio n s.

The final expression for the emerging intensity at Z t Z!

is of the form
00

(87) I 0 e + Ip Pp( )

p=l

and it remains to find the expression for the angular power

spectrum after p-times scattering, P ()e
- p

§ Angular power spectrum after multiple scattering

Consider two plane-parallel, singly scattering layers which

need not be adjacent and may contain anisotropic irregularities

characterized by different scale lengths T1 . LI and T2, L2 in

layer 1 and layer 2 respectively.
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Let:

The direction cosines of a plane wave incident on layer 1 bt

(8a) (lo, nM, no )

The angular power spectrum of the plane wave after scat-
terinS in layer 1 be

(88b) Pl(1O, inO, nl0

The angular power spectrum of the same plane wave incident
on layer 2, after scattering in layer 2, be

(88c) P2(12o, m2o, n2 o)

The angular power spectmm of the plane wave after successivt
scattering in layers 1 and 2 be

(88d) P(i0, M2 0 , n20 )

The notation (110, ino, n1 o) stands for (1 -!, m-imo, ni-nO),

etc., and is to be understood in the sense of equations (24) and

(31a').

Then the angular power spectrum of the plane wave after

successive scattering in the layers 1 and 2 is the convolution

of P1 and P2:

(89a) P P P

with

(89b) Pl - ( )3/2T2L e -(12 mn) 1 ( -Ln

122 2

(89) p2  (2r) 3_/2T2 e 2(- e
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The evaluation of the convolution integral is elementary,

and the resulting expression for P reads

k2T,2(2 +m2  k-L2n2

(9oa) P Ce' 2  20 20 eo*20

or

.% 2 si~n2e/2 2 2 n
(90b) P = Ce ee (L -T - (n2-

where

(90c). c = /k(T 2+T2 )- f( -- L2 I2)

1 2 2

(9d) 2, TjT/(T ~ -1 -2

comparison of (90b) with (31b') shows that the angular power

spectmu has the same form after a single and two scatterings as

might be expected.

If we now put: T T = T and L L2 = L
1 2 ~

we see that after two scatterings in adjacent, elementary slabs

of a single layer the angular power spectrum is

2 C e-2(k2 /2)T 2 sin2 e/2 e-'(k2/2)(L 2 _T2 )n%(91_) e(2 e 2

and similarly, after p scatterings we have

(91a) p P-2( 2 /p)T 2 sn 2 /2 e(k 2  2-T2 )n

where

C - ( )-/2 )p/2 2

p
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The above expressions for the angular power spectrum of the

p~times scattered wave in a thick layer with weak, anisotropic

irregularities reduces to ejer's equation (38) for the angular

power spectrum after multiple scattering in weak, isotropI_¢

irregularities if we let

T = L 14/12 and sin2 e/ - e/L

Examination of the expressions (89d) for T and L2

2 2 -2 +2 2 2-2 22
T =T 1 T(T 1 + 2  L = f L1L(L 1 L

show that T2 and L2 are (halt) the harmonic means of

2 2 2 2 -w
respectively T1 , T and L1 , L2  it will therefore be

convenient to introduce the reciprocal scale lengths or related

parameters.

We have shown earlier that n20 =-y be written as

(92a) n 2 n2 -n o  2 sin air!/2

with y = (y2 + xo)/2 , eL - 2 - o

We also have from spherical trigonometry that
(92b) cose - cos eT cos eL

or

(92c) sin2e/2 - sinV2 + sin2

- 2 sin 2 (,12) sin 2 (eL/2)

si sreV2, - sin %/ sn /
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Therefore P may be written as

2 2 2 2(L2 2 22-2k T sin e0/2 e2k (L4 )$i~n si~n et/2
(93) P = Ce e

- _k -2 2 Tsi 2 /2 e2k2 (T csY+L sinv Osin e/

x -4k 2 (L2-T2 ) sin2y sin4 e/2

or

(94a) P = 0 4(i 61/2 e 4sn )

with

(94b) t2  = 2/k 2 T

2 22 2 2 2(94c) = 21/k (T 0c:S + L sin Y)

and ignoring the term with sin 4e/2 in the exponent,

Por small forward scatter angles, e, we have with

4 sin /2 " e 2

2 t

e 2 h 2  .e2/2
(95a) P C e e , 1,2

where

(95b) t= 2/. T2

2 2 2 2 2
(95c) = 2/k-CT cos Y Lsn) y~= (~v/

In terms of the parameters tj, ij we have from (89b,c) and

(90a) that when a plane wave is scattered by the elementary slab I

into the angular spectrum

Pccc - Y
(96a) P1  = 1 e e -
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and the game plane Wave is scattered by the eleffentary slab 2

into the angular spectrum

(96b) P Ct e %it Ve

then successive scattering by the slabs 1 and 2 produces the

angular power spectrum

(96c Ce OT/(tl + t 2 ) e- @2./(12 + £2)

The angular power spiectrum ,resulting from multiple

scattering in two separate, thick layers with anistotropic

irregularities having different scale lengths T1 L1 an

T2, L: is now easily deduce d.

The angular power spectrum produced by the first aca.ttering

of the incident plane Wave in the layer 1 is for small angles, 0:

(9?) PC - e /t- 1
(97) (1) -Ce 1L

and after p scatterIngs i~n layer 1 the angular.spectrum ist

2 2/p 2

(ONh P( C e L ILP~

If this angular power spectrurnz is incident on layer 2,, then

after one scattering in this layer we have the angular spectrum:

e ~/(pt + t2  e + £
(97h) P (p1l) 0 C~ e .Vl1 2' e 2
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and after q scatterings in layer 2 we have the angular power

2 2 2 2 2 24VeV(pt 1 +~ qt 2) e/p 1 +q

(97d) P(p, q) -C e e

, p,q

or

k 2 2 2-2  2 qT2 )
(98a) P (pq) C p q T;4(pT+ 1

2
ke2 2  2~ 24
e 9 X KV~(pK -+ 2

where

2- 2 2 -2 2
(9,8b) K- T T cos Y + L2sin

(98c) K2  T 2  os 2 +L 2 sin2

The quantities

T2 2 ... 2 2) KX2 2  K2 )TV(pT! * qT2) 22 2+ 2

1 2/1 -2 +q 1)

2 2 2 2
are weighted harmonic means of respectively TI, T2  and K1 K"

In applications of these formulas to interferometer observa-

tions of _radio star visibility fades we shall usually b~e

interested in the transverse scatter angle, 0T only, -athough

occasionally in the longitudinal scatter angle, 
9L' but seldom in

both eT and eL simultaneously.

The above results for the convolution of two or more angular

power spectra will also be useful for ascertainng precisely the
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consequences of replacing the incident plane wave radiation from

a fictitious point source at infinite distance by either the

radiation from an extended source at essentially infinite distanct

(radio star) or a point source at a finite distance (artificial

satellite).

6.4 The solution for the multiple scattering problem

The solution of the radiative transfer equation for the

intensity of the radiation transmitted through a thick, multiple

scattering layer can now be found by combination of the equations

(77), (87), (97b) and (92c). We have from (77), with coS X =

(99a) +
1 2r

i~~~~~ (14r 0 p(1dpIddl0

by the mean value theorem. in order that the normalized phase

function, P (0), be independent of the azimuth angle, , the

coordinate system O-xyz must have its z-axis parallel to the

direction of the magnetic field lines. Therefore X is identical

with the angle y introduced earlier. This implies that the
ionosphere is assumed to be stratified in plane-parallel layers

normal to the magnetic field lines rather than normal to the

vertical through astronomical zenith. For auroral zone latitudes

the difference is slight since the angular distance Of magnetic

zenith from astronomical zenith is in the range 11149.

For the purpose of evaluating the integral (99a) it is

convenient to write Pp(e) on the form
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((2/p1 2 ) (1 cos 0) (2/pa2)sin 2 eT/2

(99b) P p(e) Op e e

with
2/a 2 (2 T2 -it

(99c) /k-

Then the normalization condition

(99d) 2s 1
( /p,2 1 (2/pa i sin 01/2

14)C-e 1e dp d $

0 -i

gives

(99e) c- (4/pk -) e

2 2 (si 02
- (2k2/p)(T~cos2y + L siny 1 ) + (sin eT)

p

4_D2

ignoring the term e4/-4 . If we use the small angle

approximation
.02 /pI2 2 2

(99f) P 0 e ee a

and

( 0,,2 2 2 p 2

(99S) (1/4r) J C e 0 e - -e dO d/ I

we find
-2 2-

(99h) C 2(1/p£) e" p'-
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whi h for: T ,L r- reduces to Fejer's

corresponding equation for isotropic irregularities:

-9 1 ~ 7 ,2/x pp

The solution for the emerging intensity after multiple

scattering in layer 1 is

- 1 7 10 e 1 (O~P8 e
(100) V~s1 ,X,) I eq

1 ~ 0
p=1 1

with I = I(OXO ) and s1  = € secX, where

(1--A) P (e) = 2 e f (sin OT)

or

2)(=00b) P (e) 1  e f P (0T

or
2 2 2 2

(lOOc) P (e) - (1/p1) e 1 e - fp(P )

and with

(1Od) f (sin e T ) =e

-_2T

(ooe) t(ee) = e ( /2p) (L.2. 2)n 2 y
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The factors fp equal unity for 0 and will often be

sufficiently close to unity to be ignored. The solution reduces

to Fejer's solution for multiple scattering of a plane wave

normally incident on a thick layer with isotropic irregularities

if we let T L l/$2 and X 0

The intensity of the radiation emerging after multiple

scattering in a second, thick, plane-parallel layer is readily

deduced by repetition of the procedure for layer 1, using the

expression (i00) for the intensity of the incident radiation.

Denote the diffracted radiation, 1(s1 ,X,$), emerging from layer

1 by i'. Then we have for the first elementary slab of layer 2

the equation of transfer

(lola) dil'/ds =

and for the q-th elementary slab

(101b) di'/do +T I
q q-1

where, ds = dT see X, as before. The solutions for z' z'

or I T in a coordinate system 0'-x'y'z' shifted along the

z-axis (x'=x, y'=y, z'-Z-c, c > z1 ), are

(102) I' i '

1 0

q -o
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* go the solutionl PO the eftiezrging intensity, Iis

*(103a) f 10eV + v' 0(a)
0~ q q

with

22
(103b C e f

q q q

The normalized phase tunction fo a wave scattered p times in

layer 1L and q times in layer 25 is

22

(104a) P (a) (p12 +qj2) e f~Jlk 2, f> (eT)
pq- 2pq

with

(1-04b) P (e) -e),/( 2+q
pq T

(104c) /a(k/2) (L t -2  2i-

The Complete solution for the emergIng intensity after

multiple scattering in two layers reads

(105)

2P e0 12 ~ 0 e 8~2(Ss BypCl ()
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with I = I(OXl) , s =-sec X , s2  2sec X

For large magnetic zenith angles, X greater than 500i say, a

correction for layer curvature must be made. The corrected secant

factor, See X , is given by

(106) seC X - (1 + h/r)/f(cos 2 X + 2h/r o + h 2/r2)

where h is the height of the ionospheric layer above growtnd and

r is the radius of the earth.0

When the number of soatterings in one or both of the layers

is large, useful apprximatm expressions for (iO0) or (105) can

be found. Application of Stirling's formula to (84):

81I - Io e ( l/P.')

p 31P

gives *1/2

(107) i (2,rp) ep ' s ! (s I'm p
p •

Logarithmic differentiation of this expression shows that it has

a maximurn when

- 2pp e S or p - s for p >>

Similarly,

q 110-e (s2, q') - le ')

has a maximum when

" s and q " 2 for p >> 1 , q >>1.
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The maximum is sharp for large p, or large p and q. Therefore,

when the number of scatterings is large, the main features of the

emerging field, and in particular the angular distribution of

intensity, may be estimated from the following approximate

expressions

(0.c8) I'. 10e - + 10eo~ (/P p(e)

with p s >>

'(109) I". e 1  + 1e 2 (Sps q)P()
pe pq

With p . si >> and q . s >> 1

These expressions can be simplified further by use of Stirling's

formula.

7. Diff racting Screen. Fresnel and Fraunhofer Diffraction

The diffraction effects of the ionosphere on radio trans-

missions from radio stars and satellites are frequently represented

in terms of a thin, plane, phase-changing diffracting screen. The

diffraction field resulting from multiple scattering in a thick

layer may be simulated by the effect of an equivalent screen of

this type, For such representations we need two-dimensional

versions of the autocorrelation function of the kind resulting

from Intersecting the three-dimensional function (70) for the

electron density deviations with a plane, lx + my+ nz _= 0,
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normal to a specified direction of' incide-noe (lmn. In the

special case of incidence parallel to the directionl of th e Ynag-

netic field lines, (l,mn,i) =(00,01), we can write

with r2 x2 ,And £/2 = T. Te ejerlsT discusiona

applis

The point Of' intereSt is that the a utocorrelat ion function,

R., may be represented as A sumn of the auto-correlation functions

for the elementary gcatterings

(Ilia) R =Z

with

(111b) R = (f/.)e~l e-pr/ I" s =~eO

and the following approximations obtalno

For 2 /2

r << 2, dominanit term: p -- T R e-r /

r A.2, dominant term:4 p = 0:2 Rr T r 1 /eV

r 00co dominant term: p =0, R e T

28
A comparison of this with the results byews foath,

phase-changing screen shows that when
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r << 2(r)

r A ~ ()= $ (2, /e)

r 00 A/ (0)

where A, denotes the root~tteansquare phase difference between

two points in the equiv~lent phase changing screen separated by

the distance r. Now th- diffraction effects caused by the plane,

phase-tchanging screen depend only on I if A is less than one

radian, but depend on £/A, if the rras phase deviations are

larger than one radian. Thc upshot of this for a thick layer

(and r £ or r o ) is therefove that for i less than one, the

diffraction effect depends only on the size, 2, of the irregular

ities, but it depends on 9/- 1 when -r is larger than one.

Thus multiple scattering in a thick layer with optical thickness

less than unity is equ4vaient to diffraction in a phase-changing

screen with rms phase deviations less than one radian. A multiple

scattering layer with optical thickness larger than unity has as

its equivalent a diffracting screen with rms phase deviations

larger than one radian. The representation in terms of an

equivalent, plane, phase-changing screen can clearly be extended

to other angles of incidence, with proper allowance for curvature

at large zenith angles, But we prefer the more direct approach

based on the actual physical scattering process and shall not

pursue the method of representation in terms of equivalent dif-

fracting screens. The latter method has recently been discussed

by Wagner29 who extends the theory by Hewish for the case of a
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shallowly phase-momdulating screen to the case of a deeply phase-

modulating screen.

An important consideration in the interpretation of the

observed diffraction field is the distance between the diffracting

layer or equivalent diffracting sereen and the plane of observa-

tion6 The distinction between the Fresnel and Fraunhofer dif-

fraction regions which is made in this connection according as the

wave field is observed near or far from the screen will be well

known. Physically the situation is as follows. Close to a

diffracting aperture the radiation is propagated rectilinearly in

a column of the same cross-section and shape as the aperture. By

and by amplitude or intensity fluctuations start to appear near

the boundaries of this column. When the diffracted field is

observed on a plane or second screen, these fluctuations give rise

to fringes around the boundaries known as Fresnel fringes. With

increasing distance from the diffracting screen, the size of the

FreSnel fringes increases as the square root of the distance and

in the end become so large that only one or two fringes remain in

the pattern of the aperture. Finally the transition to the

Fraunhofer diffraction region occurs, and the radiation column

spreads out in a cone. The Fraunhofer pattern increases in size

proportionally to the distance from the diffracting screen, and

may be described in terms of the angular separation of the fringes.

The distance at which the transition from Fresnel to Fraunhofer

diffraction occurs is known as the Fresnel distance, ZF and

given by

2ZF dA
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where d denotes the linear dimension of the aperture or

diffracting obstacle.

For a scattering irregularity described by the autocorrelatlon

1 f 2 2 2 2 2function, R(x,yz) exp - [(x2 + )/T + z;/L J the

Fresnel distance for the transverse scale length, T, is According

to (576)

(113) zF 13 T2/

Assuming that a typical F layer irregularity has a transverse

dimension of d = 600 meters and a typical E layer irregularity

a transverse dimension of d 1 !50 meters, the corresponding

Fresnel distances are

V layer: = 360 x i03/N meters

E layer: ZF = 22.5 x 10 /k meters

Conversely, the limits placed on the transverse size, d, and scale

length, T, of the irregularities in order that the Fraunhofer

pattern may have started to develop at distances of respectively

400 and 100 km from the F and E layers are

F layer: d < 630 4r. meters, T < 175 %rA meters

E layer: d < 310 NA meters, T < 88 43 meters

These estimates are important for the interpretation of the

diffracted radio star radiations observed on the ground. It

should be noted that the distinction between Fresnel and Fraunhofer

regions has a bearing only on the extent to which amplitude or

intensity fluctuations have developed as the diffracted radiation
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reacheS the ground, and whether the radio star scintillations will

appear mainly as amplitude Or phase variations, Or a mixture of

both (see Ratcliffet). The angular power spectrum of the dif-

fracted field is completely developed as the radiation emerges

from the diffracting layer or screen, and does not change with

the distance from the screen.

8. Natural $oures of Rdiation

The theory of single and multiple scattering of radio waves

developed earlier assumes that the incideht radiation may be

represented as monochromatic, linearly polarized, plane waves such

as would result from an ideal HertZian dipole radiator located at

an essentially infinite distance. Natural radiation does not

possess these idealized properties, and in applications of the

theory attention must therefore be given to possible effects of

deviations from the ideal conditions. A general, comprehensive

discussion of the interference and diffraction of real wave fields

produced by finite, polychromatic sources has recently been given

by Born and Wolf30 , so we need only consider a few specific points

here.

The bright radio stars used for the experimental study of the

aurora! ionosphere reported in Section II are extended sources

with angular diameters of a few minutes of arc, radiating

unpolarized, random noise over the entire radio frequency spectrum.
The linear polarization and narrow r-f charatteristics of the

reoeiving equipment ensure that the accepted radiation field has

the polarization and quasi-monochromatic properties required by

the theory. This may be seen as follows.
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The state of polarization of any electromagnetic radiation is

completely characterized by the four Stokes' parameters (see

Chandrasekhar 26 or Born and Wolf3 0 )6 Natural radiation may be

decomposed into two independent oppositely polarized beams of

equal intensity. The total intensity of a mixture of two

oppositely polarized beams is not affected by relative phase

retardations between the beams. This has the important conse-

quence that the radiation in the two beams can never interfere

with one afother.
The degree of quasi~monochromaoy of the received radiation

is characterized by the ratio, Af/f0 , of receiver bandwidth to

center frequency. In the cases we are concerned with, this ratio

is of the Order of i0" 2  l i03.

Our primary concern is therefore the effect of the finite

size of the radio stars and other physical sources of radiation.

Since no physical source can ble a true point source, it is

reasonable to introduce the concept of a quasi point source, and
seek a measure of the degree to which the actual source may be

said to represent a quasi point source. The proper measure of

this Is the degree of (partial) coherence existing between the

radiations from different points of the finite source (see Born

and Wolf0).

Let x denote the distance between two points, Q1 and Q2

located on a plane of observation, Q, If x is small compared

with the distance of the source, or the distance to the image of

the source on a diffracting screen, then the diameter of the

circular area that is illuminated almost coherently by a
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quasi-monochromatic uniform source Of angular radius, 0, is

(114a) x = 0.16X/a , X f mean wavelength.

POr a uniformly illuminated rectangular strip of angular half-

width w the corresponding distance is

(1l4b) X O,3Ww

The degree of coherence between the wave fields observed at

Q and Q decreases steadily as the separation x increases, and
12

complete incoherence is attained for

(115a) x 0.61 /il circular disk
(15b) x' 0.5 /w' rectangular strip

For a given, fixed separation, x0 the largest disk or strip which

is almost coherently illuminated has the angular diameter or width

(116a) 2a 0.32 /X- circular disk
0

(116b) 2w = 0.26 ?/x0  rectangular strip

There is complete incoherence if the disk or strip has the angular

diameter or width

(117a) 2a' 1 1.22 X/x' circular disk
0

(Th) w -0 rectangular strip

Intuitively we expect the extended source to represent a

quasi point source when the angular diameter or width is less

than, or equal to, that given by (116ab), and that the effects

of finite size will become increasingly important for objects of

Increasing angular dimensions exceeding the limits set by (116a,b).

This qualitative statement can be made precise by evaluating
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the angular power spectrum of the extended source in question,. and

deducing the differential effi'ects zesulting Prtom use of the actual

angular power speetrum and the delta-function angular power splec-

trum of a ptint soure*

The normnalized anguliar power spectrum of a c-ircular disk With

radius R, Or rectangular strip of half~width W, having a uniform

brightness (intensity) is respectively

(118a) ?(sin 6) J I(kR sin e)/kfl sin e e ircular disk

(118b) P(e) = j 2J (kRe)/kRe , or small angles 0

and

(119a) P(sini 6) =sin(kw sin e)/kW sin 9 , rectangular strip

(19b) P(O) =sin(kwe)/kwe ,for small angles 9

.Power series expansion of these expressions in terms of e

show that for small values of the argument there are convenient

representations in terms of gaussian functions:

(120a)
M2 2

P(e) =1 -(0/2@ )i/2 + (0/200)-/2.3 e
0

with e 1 1/R , an

(1 2Qb) 2 2

PMe 1 -(e/e 0)2/3: + (e/00) /51

with e = 1k14.
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In order to determine the value of the constant 6. for a given

source and observing (interferometer) system, let

sin e = X/r # e

with: r z distance to the source, x = separation of antennas or

mirrOrs. The angular radius, a Or angular hal -width, w, of the

source is: a = Mr , w W/r

Now

( 21a) 2

P(x) = 23 (kCx)/kax 2 =(a/ O )/ (d/ %o s e

._-w6w 21 10

P(X) = sin(kwx)/kwx sin(w/wo)/(w/w) T e

with o0  wo  /kx X/2wx = /2l~X6

The equivalent strip, angular widths of the radio stars

Cassiopeia A and Cygnus A are respectively (Shakeshaft et al.)

Cas A: 3:8 or 0.001 rad~ans

Cyg A: 2.3 or 0.0007 radians

The value of 60 corresponding to the angular half-width 19 is:

e 0.0009-0

The maximum antenna separation for almost coherent illumination

over a strip of (half) width 109 , measured in wavelengths, is

- 177

We can now use the results of subsection 6 to estimate the

number of multiple scatterings which the radiation from a point
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source must undergo in order to spread out in an angular spectrum

matching that of a radio star. This is not by itself sufficient

to make the two radiation beams equivalent, but if the directly

transmitted component of the point source radiation is simultan-

eously attenuated sufficiently in the multiple scattering layer,

then equivalence is attained.

We have from equations (O0bb) with (95c) and (120b)

(122a) 6,02 I2 2p/ (k T) 2
0

~2 2(122b) p 3( 06kT) 9(@,x 3.6T)/x

For Cas A, which has the larger disk of the two brightest radio

stars, we find that

(123) p =7.29 x 106 (3,6 T)2/A

For a transverse irregularity dimension of 60o meters this gives

(scale length T = 600/3.6)

(12) p ,/

or one scattering for wavelengths equal to, or larger than, 1.6

meters (frequencies < 185 Mc/s). If the transverse irregularity

length is 200 meters, we find

(125) p = ./

or one scattering for ?, > 0.55 meters (f K 550 M</s),

The effect of the finite size of the radio source Cas A can

now be ascertained. Assume that the radiation from an infinitely
distant point source traverses a multiple scattering layer of

optical thickness equal to or greater than one, which hag
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irregularities with transverse dimensions of 400 meters or less,

and that the radiation is scattered ten times or more. Then, at

any very-high frequency, the effect of replacing the incident

radiation from the point source with that from the finite source

Cas A, is to reduce by no more than one the number of scatterings

rLquired to produce the same emerging diffracted field. There

fore, the error in the estimated number of scatterings, and hence

the thickness of the multiple scattering layer, resulting from

ignoring the finite size of the source, will be ten per cent or

less.

This indicates that in most practical cases a finite source

of angular size less than the almost coherently illuminated disk

may be considered to be a quasi point source, and the finite

extent ignored. If desired, and in the exceptional cases, the

effect of the finite source can be ascertained and removed by

evaluation of its angular power spectrum and use of the convolu-

tion law. This law states that if the angular power spectrm of

the diffracted point source field is

4!26a) P d(s) o e d /

and the angular power spectrum of the finite source is

-e2/ 2
(126b) Ps(e) oc e S

then the resultant, observed angular power spectrum will be

2 2 2
F 09c cc e -e/ ed 8 ~
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When the angular power Spectrum of the source is known, or can

be estimated, a correction for the finite size of the source can

easily be applied to the observations.

Por a radio star visibility fade observed with an interfero"

meter, the angular power spectrum is determined by the condition

(see subsection 10)

(i27a) e2(~+ 62)

or

(ia2b 22 /e2 2 2
d s~-~e

where

(17c d 2p/(kT) , a2 602d S s

so

1 2? 2 2
(W8 p (kTe) (1- le)

Here 0 has a magnitude corresponding to the angular width of

the strip giving complete incoherence, 2w', while has a

magnitude of the order of the almost coherently illuminated strip,

2w. Since w/w" i /4, the correction factor (1 - O2,

taking account of the finite size of the source, is of the order

of 0.9 - 0.95. This indicates a 5"10 per cent correction to the

value for p obtained by regarding the radio star as a point

source, provided that the optical thickness of the scattering

layer and p is sufficiently large.

9, Limitations of the Theory
A correct application of the foregoing theory for radio wave

scattering to actual situations requires an appreciation of the
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conditions under which it may be expected to work and its

inherent limitations. We note first that it is a weak scattering

theory based on a Born approximation. This means that the ob

serving frequency must always be considerably larger than the

highest plasma frequency encountered in the medium. For auroral

ionization the plasma frequency is in the range 3 30 Mc/s, with

10 Mo/s as a typical peak value under average auroral activity.

Therefore the theory will generally be applicable to VHF and UHF,

but not HP radiations, During strong auroral activity use of

the theory for exploring radio waves below 50-60 Me/s, say, is

questionable. The Born approximation approach poses no problems

beyond such frequency limitations, that is, a weak scattering

theory is considered to give an adequate and proper description

of the interaction of VHF-P4 radio waves with the auroral

ionization.

The mathematical development and discussion of the theory

of single scattering in weak irregularities in subsections 2 and

3 shows that the assumptions imposing the most serious limitations

for applications are:

Ass. 4 The relative deviations Ae/E represent a gaussian

random process with zero mean which is tpatially

stationary.

Ass. 5 The mean electron density must be the same throughout

the scattering region affecting the exploring radio

waves,

The last assumption is a corollary of assumption 4 for the

ionosphere when AE/E is expressed in terms of AN/N. Both
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assumptions arise from the requirement that the conditions for

the Wiener- hintchin theorem, which plays a vital part in the

theory, be satisfied.

A moments reflection will show that for applications to

single scattering situations these assumptions require use of

pencil beams illuminating small scattering volumes, Por radar

backscatter from aurora! ionization a further requirement is

sufficiently short pulse lengths and that the backsCcatter is

received either from a single, well defined range or that echoes

reeived over a range interval can be separated. The requirements

of the theory are satisfied in the case of single, forward sfcat-

tering of radiation from radio stars or satellites, but hardly

for multiple scattering. Since radar beams tend to be wide and

backscatter may be received from fairly large regions, while

multiple scattering must be expected for radio star and satellite

radiations traversing the auroral ionosphere, the theory needs to

be improved, that is, the conditions 4 and 5 weakened, to provide

an applicable theory. it is fortunate that such an improvement

through weakened conditions is feasable so a realistic theory,

suitable for applications, can be established in principle.

The approach is to introduce the concept of a locally

stationary random process and establish a generalized Wiener-

Yhintchin relation which holds for this situation. The notion

of a locally stationary ran dom process has been defined and dis-

cussed by Silverman 3?, who also gives the required generalization

of the Wiener-Khintchin theorem. The heuristic equivalent of

this approach in which the locally stationary random process in
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a region of space is approximated by suitable stationary

processes for sufficiently small subdivisions of the region, is

Justifiable and theoretically sound.

The reader who is familiar with the use of the concept of

local thermodynamic equilibrium in the theory of radiative trans-

fer (see Chandrasekhar 6), will intuitively realize that the

introduction of local stationarity puts the theory of multiple,

forward scattering on a sound theoretical foundation. The quasi

point source nature of radio stars and satellites ensures that

the theory is satisfactory not only in principle but directly

applicable to the observations,

For radar backscatter from auroral ionization the improve-

m6.nt appears to be mainly theoretical because a wide echo range

together with the smoothing of the backscattered radiation by

the antenna beam introduces interpretational problems,

10, Application of Theory to Radio Star Visibility Fades

10,1 Solar corona

The yearly june occultations of the radio star Taurus A by

the solar corona represent a phenomenon closely related to the

radio star visibility fades caused by the auroral ionosphere.

Hewlsh 3 3 has interpreted the Tau A visibility reductions observed

with the University of Cambridge radio Interferometers, He

suggests that the decrease of the recorded amplitude of a radio

star, viewed through the outer corona, is produc-ed by the angular

spread caused by the coronal irregularities. Hewish states that

the decrease could arise in two ways as follows.
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(i) Thin layer scatteringo Only a fraction of the incident

energy is Scattered, corresponding to r < 1 or rms phase

deviations smaller than one radian, but the scale, Io of the

irregularities is such that the spread of the angular spectrum

is considerably greater than the angle between the interfer-

ence maxima of any of the interferometers in use, so that

only the unscattered energy is recorded.

(ii) Thick layer scattering. Most of the energy is scattered,

c orresponding to T > 1 or rms phase deviations larger than

one radian, but the spread of the angular spectrum is

comparable with the angle between the interference maxima

so that the recorded amplitude depends upon the spacing of

the different interferometers.

The observations permitted Hewish to rule out hypothesis

(i), while they were found to fit hypothesis (ii). He then

applied Fejer's7 theory of small-angle multiple scattering by

isotropic irregularities to the observations. The essential

formula is

(129a) P(e) oc e for T > 1

with

(1 29b) T (E) 2 75/2 ZX

-2 5/2 42

From the required spread of the angular spectrum, a lower limit

for 6N and I is defined by
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2 2(130) P(e) e or =(6e/E) T (/)

For the solar corona the values of (AN)2 and 1 are not knownd

Therefore Hewish could only determine values for the quantity
--2

(11N) /1) and minimumn values for AN anid 1

Wl2 Aurora! ionosphere

The interferometer observations of the Cassiopeia A

visibility fades reported by Cornell University workers34 on the

frequencies 53 and 201.5 Mc/s show conclusively that multiple

scattering in thick layers of the auroral ionosphere is

resbonsible. The same is indicated by the frequency dependence

of the 223 and 456 Mc/s visibility fades observed at College,

Alaska. For the auroral ionosphere a more favorable situation

exists than for the solar corona since we have fairly definite

estimates for the value of (AN/N)2 and N, at least for the

auroral E layer, and know the approximate Size of the F layer

irregularities from radio star and satellite radio Signal

scintillations, It will be helpful to have also estimates of

the approximate size of E layer irregularities under auroral

conditions. Local observations of visual aurora Indicate the

horizontal dimensions given in the following table.

Table 1,1

Horizontal Dimensions of Auroral Forms

Homogeneous arc North-South extent 1 - I=

r~yed arc North-South extent 200 - 1000 m

Coronal filament Transverse extent > 200 m

Individual rays Transverse extent 50 - 200 m
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From this arid the infoijtttion in subsection 4, we m~ay adopt

the following irregularity dimensions for the initial analysis

of the radio star Visibility fades.

Table 1.2

Irregularity Dimensions for~ Aurora! ionosphere

Ionrospheric: Transverse Longitudinal Layer
size scale size scale

Layer XT T XL L Height

m km kiii km

F600 16-5 3-4 0.-i.1 300-600

X_ > X L >T 110-13 0

E 150-300 4o 8t
x <x. L <T 90-110

The Ithaca, New York, observations on 53 and 201.5 Mc/s

together with Selected, representative College, Alaska, observa-

tions on 223 and 456 Mc/s, provide data for a determination of

the characteristic properties or the multiple scattering layers

causing radio star visibility fades. The followingtaesgv

the prtinnt eIpment parameters and the observational- at

used.
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Table 14,3

Radio itterf'erorneter Data

if x w w w'
Mc/s M. rado arc rads arc

53 5.66 50 .0026 9:8 .0100 34W
35 .0037 12L .6 j0143 49

20 .0065 224 60250 8
5- .06 89 .1000 344

201.5 1.49 1-90 .006,8 2.35 .,oo6 9
223 1.5 68 O0019 6.7 00325

4560.66 139 0093.2 .0036 1-2

Table 1.4

Cas A Lower Transit Observations at Ithaca, N6 Y.

Date 53 Me/ 0. Qs K

1960 V X Index

Jan.30o 0.8 5 0.9 190 Q
0.4 20
0.2 35

Feb. 4 0.5 5 0.65 190
0.1 20
0.0 40

Apr. 2 0.3 5 0.0 190 7
0.15 15
0.0o 25
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Table .5

Selected Observations at College, Alaska

223 Mc/s 456 Mc/s K
Date Source Az

V min v min Index

1957
Dec. 30 Cyg A 40 0.3 9 026 9

1959

Nov. 26 CasA 202 0,. 7 :.7 16 *

*Active aurora

The quantity V appearing in the two last tables is the

visibility of the interference pattern defined as

(131) v (I -I )/Iin
max min max min

where !max and I are the maximum and minimum intensities

or amplitudes. The antenna separation measured in wavelengths

is denoted by xA, The duration of the visibility fades

observed at College is given in minutes.

The magnitude of the visibility fades observed at Ithaca,

New York, show a simple dependence on the magnetic activity

K-index which was measured at Canadian stations near the auroral

zone. There is no clear relationship between the visibility
fades observed at College, Alaska, and the College magnetic

K-index. it is important to note that during lower transit of

Cassiopeia A at Ithaca, New York, the line-of-sight to the radio
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star crosses the auroral zone P layer. The 400 km height level

is crossed in geomagnetic latitude 650N which is within half a

degree of the geomagnetic latitude for College (64656N). The

College observations were selected to include both a lower and

near upper transit ease of a deep visibility fade. The latter

occurred when an active auroral form crossed the line of-sight

to the radio star as described in detail in Section III.

Conditiofnsfor V = 0. The conditions that the radio star

interference trace shall be reduced to zero visibility due to

multiple scattering in a thick layer are the following:

(i) The directly transmitted component must be reduced to at

least 10 e ; that is, the optical thickness, s, must equal

Or exceed unity.

(ii) The semi-angle of the Scatter beam, e, must equal (or

exceed) the angular width, 2w', for which complete

incoherence is attained:

(132) e = 2wI = l/x

The latter condition implies that the angular Size of the

central, almost uniformly illuminated part of the diffracted

radio star disk equals the angle between the interferometer lobes.

When these conditions are satisfied, the following relations

obtain.

Number of scatterings:

22 2(3) p (ke 2 (3/2)7nT/$3) (/~x)Transverse
case

* 2 2 2 2 2
p ( Cos + L sin y)(k/x Longitudinall /  case

S 2) for A i
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Minimum value for scale length (transverse agae):0

(134) T/pz sec X lo 15x1 0 (ONX) 4(AN/N)2

when L p= pP

Scattering coefficient (transverse case)*-

(135) W() f Tsec X dfn

with

(136) ? A/)(t~) (0)

( I2) 2rX 2? 0

(137) N n -2 elcrn/n 3 
,n 0 = . 10

- -0o -omc/seecrn!.4l

Optical thickness:

(138) "S p >>

a T sec X x (X)z n (O)z see X

The Ithaca observations where during total fades the antenna

spacings, are decreased till full, or at least partial, Visibility

is regained are very useful in that they give information on the

actual angular spread of the diffracted radiation., Evaluation

of the scattering conditions from a partial visibility fade only,

when the antenna Feparation cannot be increased to produce a

total fade, prz1sents some difficulties. It is possible to work

out solution'r by successive approximation procedures based on

th cmlete analytical expressions (100) and (105),. us--ng as a
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starting point the fact that the term for the directly

transmitted component must be less than the recorded intensity.

Thus the magnitude of the visibility sets a lower limit on the

optical thickness of the scattering layer. At College total or

very deep partial visibility fades are observed on 223 Mc/s, but

Usually only fairly shallow fades with visibilities in the range

0.9-0.5 at 456 Mc/s, in the following analysis the attention is

concentrated on the total or very deep visibility fades observed

at ithaca on 53 and 201.5 Mc/s and at College on 223 Mc/s.

The scattering properties of the auroral ionosphere will

now be estimated in terms of a two-layer model based on the

following transverse irregularity dimensions.

F layer: XT = 600 meters , T = 165 meters

E layer: x- l50-300 meters , T = 40-85 metersT

The results obtained by application of the formulas (133)-

(i38) to the individual observations listed in tables 1.4 and

1.5 are discussed below.

Ithacag, -February -4, 1960

Number of scatterings in F layer: p = 10.5 for 53 Mc/s

Slant thickness: z sec X 6km

Vertical thickness (apparent): z 1 !an

The slant thickness is an estimate obtained by assuming that the

average distance between the scattering irregularities is 600

meters, which is Justified by the fact that the direction of

incidence is almost normal to the direction of the magnetic

field. The apparent vertical thickness of 1 km indicates that

the layer is no thicker than the longitudinal dimension,
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x - 3.6L. The actual vertical thickness will depend on the
L
ratio p L/T. We may conclude that the 53 Mc/S visibility

fade is due to the large number of scatterings of the incident

radiation along the slant path through the auroral F layer.

When the activity level is low such fades will therefore be

observable only near lower transit of Cassiopeia A for the sub-

auroral zone station in question.

Number of scatterings in F layer: p = 2 for 53 Mc/s

p = 6 tor 201.5 Mc/s

Slant thickness: z sec X = 16 k-m for 53 MO/s

At the time of this observation the magnetic activity was high

(K 7), and it might be expected that the auroral activity

would spread to lower latitudes and a scattering E layer appear

in the radiation path also. A model calculation was made to

test this possibility but the observational data do not allow a

two-layer interpretation in this instance.

College, December 30, 1957

The visibility fade occurred at lower transit of Cygnus A.

The situation is very similar to that at Ithaca on February 4,

1960 except that the radiation path must necessarily also cross

the auroral Z layer. It could be argued that at the low eleva-

tion angle of the source, 15.50, and the low activity level,

K =- 2, there would be no auroral F layer effect. But the College

observations of radar backscatter from a aroral ionization show

that scattering irregularities are regularly present out to

slant ranges of at least 1000-1200 km. Also, as mentioned, for
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an aurora! zone station the K-index value seems unrelated to

the occurrence and magnitude of visibility fades. A model

calculation based on F layer multiple scattering only indicates

that this is a possible but not a reasonable solution. The

resulting number of scatterings is p 43. It was therefore

assumed that the F layer conditions were similar to those found

for the Ithaca 201.5 Mc/$ observations on April 2, 1960, and a

reasonable two~layer solution could be obtained on this basis as

follows:

Number of scatterings in F layer: p 6 for 223 Mc/s

Number of scatterings in E layer: q =8 for 223 Mo/s

Slant F layer thickness: z lsec X 3 .6 km

Slant E layer thickness: z sec X = 2.4 km

The two layer solution for this upper transit observation

o Cassiopeia A is:
Number of F layer scatterings: p 6 for 223 Mc/s

Number of E layer scatterings: q = 16, 7, 4 at 223 Me/s

for transverse irregularity diameters of 300, 200, and 150 meters

respectively. The last value, q = 4 using x = 150 meters, is
T

the most reasonable although the condition q >> 1 is not well

satisfied, The vertical thickness of the scattering layers can

only be deduced if assumptions about the ratio p = L/T are

introduced.

The results of the model calculations are summarized in the

following table. The values for p. cos X and T follow

directly from the observations for the stated transverse
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irregularity dimensions. it may be noted that the Possible

range of values tor T which will give internally consistent

.r sults,* is quite liftuted. The values -for z and r, given in the

tables depend on additional assumptions. and are not reliable.

,Table -i.6

Values for Multiple Scattering Layers

f Layer p.#q cos X T 2 X K xT Activity

Mc/s km

53 F 10 0.173 1.7 1 1.7 3 600 Moderate

F 27 0.173 4.7 3 -13 7600 Disturbed

201.5 F 6 0. 173 1.-05: 3 3 7 600 Disturbed

22 F 0.29 1.?51.5 2.6 2600 Moderate

E 8 0.29 23 0.7 1.6 2 300 Moderate

E 4 1.0 4 3 1l2  2 10 Auror'a
S71.0 7 51 30 300)

1.0 16 5 80 200)

456 F & E 0.29 >0.2 :2 Moderate

F & El 1.0 >2 1,2 Aurora

The results Indicate that the visibility fades of

Cassiopeia A observed at the sub-auroral zone station Ithaca.

New York1c, on 53 and 201.5 Mc/s during lower transit of the -radio

-star axle caused by multiple scattering in the auror'a! F layer'

under most activity conditions, The visibility fades of
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Cassiopeia A and Cygnus A observed at the auroral zone station

College, Aiaska, on 223 and 456 Mc/s can in some cases be ex-

plained in terms of multiple scattering in the P layer only,

but in general multiple scattering in both the auroral F and t

layers appears to be the more reasonable explanation. In view

of the differences in the geometrical factors both as regards

the ionosphere and the radio interferometer systems, these

statements do not contradict each other. The Ithaca data con-

cern low elevation angle observations with interferometers which

at 53 and 201.5 Mc/s have antenna separations of 50-5 and 190

wavelengths respectively. The College data involve visibility

fades observed on 223 and 456 Mc/s at almost all azimuth and

elevation angles with interferometers where the effective base-

lines vary in course of the day, and the maximum horizontal

baseline at 223 Mc/s is only one-third of the 201.5 Mc/s antenna

separation used at Ithaca. This suggests that if larger antenna

spacings and preferably variable ones, had been available at
College, many more visibility fades could have been recorded

and studied more systematically. The actual number which may be

observed with the present system is indicated by the following

table for December 1957, a month which has been studied in

detail.
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Table I.?

Visibility Fades Observed at College December 1957

223 Mc/s 456 Mc/s

Source Connected Individual Connected Individual
Event s Event s Event s Event s

Cas A 5 9 9 26

Cyg A 15 25 29 63

Total 20 -34 38 89

For the purposes of this tabulation a visibility fade is counted

as an individual event if the visibility is reduced to 0.5 for

3 minutes on 223 MC/s and to 0.7 for 2 minutes on 456 Mc/s. The

connected events are those where two or more individual fades

occur within short time intervals of the order of minutes.

The table indicates a larger number of 456 than 223 Mc/s

visibility fades but the selection criteria are somewhat biased

in favor of the former. The larger number of fades recorded for

Cyg A than for Cas A during December 1957, In spite of an equal

division of the observing time between the two sources

(alternatingly four days for each source), appears to have no

particular significance when a longer period is considered. The

total number of 223 Mc/s visibility fades for the five months

December 1957, January and March-May 1958 is
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Table 1.8
223 Mc/s Fades for 5 Months

Source Connected Individual
Events Events

Cas 47 89
Cyg A 44 64

The strong correlation between the magnitude of the

visibility fades and the magnetic K-index found for the Ithaca

observations and the apparent lack of correlation for the College

observations probably reflects the difference in mechanism6 The

results indicate that while formation of F layer scattering

irregularities is magnetically controlled, other physical factors

influence the formation of t layer irregularities and tend to

mak the possible magnetic effects.

We concur in the view expressed by the Cornell University

workers 34 that the radio star visibility fades cannot be ex-

plained in terms of a weak, single scattering process, or even

by a few scatterings in an optically thin layer, because such

processes will not reduce the directly transmitted radiation

component sufficiently relative to the diffracted radiat!on.

A strong scatter theory for the ionosphere, which to our know!-

edge has not been developed except in the case of scattering by

critically dense or overdense ionization columns, could be

invoked but appears implausible in view of the known properties

of the auroral ionosphere and the observing frequencies used.

The results of the analyses based on multiple scattering in one
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or two, optically thick, layers could alternatively be expressed

in terms of diffraction in an equivalent phase-changing sc een,

by use of the relations given at the end of 6.4 and in 7. The

two-layer multiple scattering solution for the 223 Mc/s College

observation on Noveiber 26, 1959 is equivalent to a diffraction

pattern on the ground with structure of size 67.5 meters, In

view of the equivalent rms phase deviations of the order of 3

indicated by the optical thickness, a structure of the order of

200 meters would be deduced for the diffracting screen, in good

agreenent with the results quoted in the discussion of the

visibility fades in Section Ii by Little and Reid. The thick

layer, multiple scattering solutions indicate that the finite

size of the radio stars do not in the actual situations contribute

significantly to the angular spread of the diffracted radiation
although in principle this is a contributin factor.

11. Summary and Conclusions

The existing theory for weak, single scatterIng of radio

waves by anisotropic ionospheric irregularities combines a Born

approximation with a stochastic description of the properties of

the medium. A critical examination has shown that the original

form of the theory contains tacit assumptions introduced by the

Wiener-Khintchin theorem which restrict its applicability. These

restrictions can in principle be removed by introduction of the

concept of a locally stationary random process and a suitable

generalization of the Wiener-Khintchin relation. The resulting

theory provides a satisfactory tool for analysis of scattering

phenomena in the aurora! ionosphere for the VHF and UHF radio
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wave spectrum, excepting perhaps the lowest VHF decades.

The main problem remaining is the choice of an autocorrela-

tion function which will give an adequate description of the

electron density irregularities. The choice of a gaussian type

autocorrelation function is upheld both for reasons of physical

plausibility and mathematical convenience, although it is

suggested that a modification accentuating small scale structure

and discontinuities may be appropriate for analysis of back-

scattered radiatlon. The final decision regarding the proper

autocorrelation functions must be made on an empirical basis.

All experimental evidence indicates that the ionospheric

electron density irregularities are elongated in the direction

of the earth's magnetic field both in the F and the E layer.

It is suggested that due to turbulence the E layer irregularities

below 110 k-m may be flattened so their larger dimension is

perpendicular to the magnetic lines of force. At the present

stage the usual assumption of circular symmetry about the field

line direction is a suitable working hypothesis, but the

characteristics of main visual auroral forms show that one should

be prepared to replace the prolate or oblate spheroid models with

three-axial ellipsoid or other models whenever the observation

so indicate.

A perusal of radio star and other radio investigations of

the auroral ionosphere indicates that traversing radio trans-
missions may be subject to forward multiple scattering in regions

or layers which are optically thick. It is suggested that

multiple scattering layers may form in the E as well as the F
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region. A physically correct interpretation of radio star and

satellite radio signal transmission through the auroral iono-

sphere therefore requires a theory for multiple forward scat-

tering by thick layers of anisotropic irregularities.

The astrophysical theory of radiative transfer in a Scat-

tering atmosphere can be invoked, and a solution ignoring back-

scatter, which is accurate to the first order or better, is

obtained using the gaussian phase function or angular power

spoctrum derived from the theory of weak, single scattering in

aViisotropic irregularities. Convolution integrals are simple

to evaluate for the gaussian type phase function, and the pro

blem of multiple scattering in two layers having irregularities

of different scale dimensions is solved in a first order, or

better, approximation.

The diffraction effects of multiple scattering layers can

be described in terms of equivalent, thin diffracting screens,

but the direct relation to, and insight In, the physical process

is lost.

The effect of finite source size on the diffracted radia-

tion beam is investigated analytically. The conditions for

regarding an extended source as a quasi point source are deter-

mined together with the correction procedures to be applied when

the conditions are not fulfilled.

A two-layer model for forward multiple scattering of radio

transmissions through the auroral ionosphere is used to explain

viribility reductions of radio star signals observed on

interferometers at Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, and the
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University of Alaska, College, Alaska. The visibility reduc-

tions observed on two very-high frequencies during lower transits

of Cassiopeia A from the 53.50 N geomagnetic latitude of Ithaca,

N.Y., are explained in terms of auroral zone F layer multiple

scattering. The visibility fades observed for Cassiopeia A and

Cygnus A during upper and lower transits, and at other times,

from the auroral zone location of College, Alaska, at a higher

VHF and an ultra-high frequency, are best explained by multiple

scattering in both the F and E layers. A difference in the

dependence of visibility reductions on the magnetic K-index Is

noted for the two stations and related to a difference in the

physical factors controlling irregularity formation in the F and

E layer. Under the given experimental conditions, the angular

spread of the diffracted radio star radiation emerging from the

mutiple scattering layers is insignificantly larger than the

spread which would result for radiation from a point source.

The lack of movable antennas in the College experimental

facilities has prevented systematic investigations of visibility

fades so the quanitative data necessary for a complete analysis

of the multiple scattering layers of ionization are not available.

The estimates which could be derived from the existing limited

Ithaca and College data show that experimental studies of radio

stars with variable spacing interferometers provide a powerful

tool for exploring the radio properties and physical character-

!stics of the auroral Ionosphere, The most effective program of

radio investigations would include coordinated investigations of

the transmitted and forward scattered radiation from radio stars
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and artificial satellites using spaced antenna, phase comiparisonl

and interterometer t-echniqu-es, together- with simultaneous radar

investigations of the radiation backscattered from the auroral

ionization in the E layer r~egion traversed by the r~adio star or

satellite signal,
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Fig. 1.1 Geometry of scattering


